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Overall Comments 

  

Part four has focused on typography’s history and application. Overall your response has 

been good – you’ve acquired some solid skills and thinking from this part which will be great 
grounding for the final part. To improve your ongoing development, look to continue to 

implement the references you’re looking at a little more into your design process and keep 
pushing how digital approaches can sensitively make the most of your capable hands-on 

image making as a key part of your design.  

  

Project: The visual word 

Typography uses both written and visual languages, you were asked to explore this by 

visually representing a range of words. This is an invested and diverse task where you’ve 
covered a lot of ground – from how you place and space individual letters to where the 

words are positioned on the page to tell the story. You demonstrate a sense of 

understanding the ‘clothing’ type wears and the potential pictorial implications the letter form. 

The subject is indeed vast! A good start to part 4.  

 

Project: Anatomy of a typeface 

To explore your understanding of how a typeface is constructed you were asked to 

undertake a typographic jigsaw puzzle. I’m glad this has been useful to your understanding 
of type construction, some nice photos of your process too! 

 

Project: Different typefaces 

You were introduced to some of the ways typography can be categorized, asked to create 

your own sample book of typefaces, and identify fonts that you could use for a number of 

different design jobs. This is a solid exploration of type for different purpose. I am most 

drawn to your cut flower type as I like the novelty, the colour and the intrigue. This example 

may be overcomplicating a task which is primarily focussed on the use of appropriate 

existing fonts however, I think this is the most effective image due to a clear hierarchy where 

your subordinate fonts and colours allow the title imagery centre stage. This image is also 



grounded in influence and research – you saw something you liked and you tried to replicate 

the style and language. Whilst a designer must be careful not be overly derivative this 

deconstruction of existing imagery to influence and assemble you own designs is an 

essential part of making more sophisticated work, so please look to continue to structure this 

element of the process into your methodology. For me this might include questions at the 

start of a project like this: 

 

1. What design already exists that fits the purpose of the brief? (and how would I go 

about replicating this / do I have the skills and do I understand the steps and 

methods?) 

2. Do any of the current designs on the market satisfy me? Is there a particular niche 

that I am drawn to? How could I make MY design fit in with this and push it towards 

the art and design and tastes I am drawn to?  

3. Do I need to broaden my tastes and knowledge? What do I need to look at that might 

give me inspiration for newer, more innovative design?  

 

It is very rare for me to do a piece of design work without using numerous bits of direct 

visual reference to construct it – these are like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle to reappropriate and 

assemble my own work based on a field of semiotic influence. 

 

Project: Typesetting 

This section explored typesetting by looking at magazines in terms of how easy they are to 

read, and using Lorum Ipsum to typeset text. This is a great task and example of part of 

what I discuss above where there’s some real looking and deconstructing going on. Whilst 

this is less of a creative endeavour, these basics will drive stronger, more robust future 

design work.   

 

Project: Hierarchy 

You were asked to typeset headings, subheading and body text for three different pages. 

Good tasks and great sketchbooking with your technical spread really starting to take the 

basic design principles by the horns to deliver a more informed sense of design layout – a 

solid final task for part 4 that should leave you feeling well-stretched and ready to tackle part 

5! 

  

 

Assessment potential 

  

I understand your aim is to go for the Visual Communications / Creative Arts Degree and that 

you plan to submit your work for assessment at the end of this course. From the work you have 

shown in this assignment, and providing you commit yourself to the course, I suggest that you 

are likely to be successful in the assessment. 

  

Feedback on assignment 

For the Show Me… assignment you produced a cover and short article for a magazine on 
typography. Your type design experiments are great – really strong and I like each one of 

them and think they all have good potential. Your final pieces bring together much of your 

learning from this part of the course with some careful typesetting across your double-page 

spread. I like the ghostly felt “Type” letters in the background but think that overall the 



imagery needs more anchoring to a grid – the elements feel like they float across the page 

too much and I’m not sure the gradient is helping this. Again, I would suggest that this is 

much to do with stripping back, understanding the bare bones of design principles, visual 

dynamics and using a good grid reference to lay out your elements on your spread and 

cover. You have researched some excellent examples of type based covers that have clear 

‘rules’ for how their design is constructed. Look to ask whether your work pertains to similar 

rules to the layouts and covers you researched? As I said above, I see lots of potential for 

every type piece you created and I could play all day with these… 

 

…Here’s me pretending to be your ‘art director’ and playing with three of the images you 

have gifted me. The first is mimicking the ‘arts’ magazine cover grid and the second is 

perhaps most similar to ‘grafik’. Less is (most often..) more and gradients and filters have 

their place but these elements you’ve created are uniquely yours and will add the most 

weight to your design work so I’d recommend making more of them through stripping back 

and letting their own inate qualities be the stars of the show:  

 

  

 ….  

   

Sketchbooks 

Your sketchbooks are becoming an increasingly significant part of your projects – keep this 

up – you may find it useful to continue to collect sketched thumbnails of stripped back design 

layouts for you to see these skeletons/bare bones and commonly occurring grids or rules for 

composing dynamic imagery.  

https://www.getty.edu/education/teachers/building_lessons/principles_design.pdf


   
 

 

  

Learning Logs or Blogs / Critical essays 

Your research points asked to find out more about an area of typography that interests you, 

as well as documenting some vernacular typography. You’ve captured some lovely 
vernacular type from your travels and I think this could be a good influence on your work 

which seems to be increasingly embracing a nice mixture of hands-on and digital.  

 

  

Suggested viewing/reading 

  

 There’s a permanent ‘designer, maker user” exhibition as well as the Beazley awards at the 
Design Museum in London currently, worth checking out if you ever happen to venture in 

England’s direction. 
   

You might enjoy watching this short and playful video to see how the visual word task is a 

great thinking task for designers, particularly for approaching logo design (hint: you may 

want to refer back to this task for the letterheads exercise in part 5). 

  

 The following links you may also find useful for part 5’s exercises and assignments: ABCD 

book awards, breaking grid systems, John Gray’s Typographic book covers,  typographic 

posters  

  

  

Pointers for the next assignment 

  

The final part of the course focuses on layout by exploring how to design leaflets, flyers and 

posters.This is an opportunity to further play with theories of design principles in your work 

through exploring grid systems and a more applied study of your references alongside 

continuing to push your analogue making and how your digital approaches can be best used 

to celebrate the tactile and material qualities of this work. Looking forward to seeing this final 

part. 

  

https://designmuseum.org/exhibitions/designer-maker-user
https://vimeo.com/30168074
https://www.creativereview.co.uk/cr-blog/2016/march/the-abcd-awards-book-covers-of-the-year/
https://www.creativereview.co.uk/cr-blog/2016/march/the-abcd-awards-book-covers-of-the-year/
https://99designs.co.uk/blog/tips-en-gb/11-techniques-for-breaking-the-typographic-grid/
https://typographicalbookcovers.wordpress.com/my-favourite-designers/designers/gray-318/
https://www.typographicposters.com/
https://www.typographicposters.com/
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